An ethical alternative
to payday loans
By nearly doubling its conversion rate,
Plaid has helped SoLo Funds bring stability
to the financially insecure.
SoLo Funds is a peer-to-peer lending platform that helps people solve shortterm cash flow challenges without having to resort to predatory financing
options like payday loans.
SoLo needed a way for users to quickly and efficiently connect their bank
accounts, but the first vendor they tried wasn’t up to the task. Then they
switched to Plaid. The result is a superior conversion rate (77%) that has helped
SoLo process more than $2 million in loans—and counting.

77%
Since integrating with Plaid,
SoLo’s conversion rate has nearly
doubled, to 77%.

Pay it forward
SoLo launched in 2018 with a clear mission: make life easier for the millions of
Americans who lack financial health.
That includes the 78% of us who live paycheck-to-paycheck and the 47% without
$400 to cover an emergency. When these people need short-term, smalldollar loans—for instance, to pay for utilities, cover medical expenses, or buy
groceries—they frequently turn to high-interest credit cards or payday loans.
Long term, these solutions often leave them worse-off, financially.
SoLo offers an ethical alternative. They connect borrowers with individual
lenders who have discretionary cash and are willing to help. Borrowers submit a
loan request describing their need, and lenders can elect to fund it based on the
presented terms. Lenders also have the option to create a counter-offer to the
original loan request. The result is a friendly system with financial and emotional
benefits for both parties.
“For borrowers, it can be embarrassing to ask friends and family for money.
This is a way around that,” said Sheldon Satenstein, Growth Marketing Analyst
at SoLo. “On the flip side, lenders like the idea of helping someone out and
making a bit of money in the process. We’ve found that many lenders have
been in those tough situations before. They want to pay it forward.”
A conversion problem
In the beginning, SoLo wasn’t easy for some users to access. That was in conflict
with the company’s goal to make the financial system more accessible for
everyone—especially those who struggle to make ends meet.
The problem was connecting users’ bank accounts. Before they signed on with
Plaid, SoLo relied on another vendor. Unfortunately, the other vendor served only
a small number of financial institutions, and users whose banks weren’t on the
list couldn’t complete the onboarding process. The result was a high volume of
complaints and low conversion rates.

“We were getting multiple emails every day from users who couldn’t sign up
because we didn’t support their bank,” said Jon Blackwell, Chief Product
Officer at SoLo.
Every time they got a complaint, SoLo would ask for an update from the vendor.
Often, they were told that the requested bank was not currently on the vendor’s
product roadmap.
A Plaid solution
“Every financial technology
company we spoke to
recommended Plaid. They
had a reputation for being
industry experts and
delivering a great product.”
JON BL ACKWELL ,
Chief Product Officer, SoLo Funds

SoLo first heard about Plaid through word-of-mouth. But they wanted to find
out for themselves. They performed an exploratory exercise to determine which
of Plaid’s products made sense for their business and how big a lift would be
required to implement them. The answer? Integrating with Plaid required just
one week and 30 lines of code.
“The more we looked into Plaid, the clearer it became,” said Blackwell. “This
was a no-brainer for us.”
In short order, SoLo had five Plaid products—Identity, Auth, Balance,
Transactions, and Assets—up and running. Today, SoLo can onboard borrowers
regardless of where they do their banking. That’s because Plaid now offers
support for all 11,500 US banks and credit unions.
Beyond onboarding, Plaid enables SoLo to perform due diligence on every
borrower. Along with other metrics, they leverage a borrower’s banking
transactions and cash flow over time to assess creditworthiness and predict
their ability to repay loans on time. The analysis yields a borrower’s SoLo Score,
which gives potential lenders an additional datapoint to consider when making a
decision.

100K+
Plaid has helped SoLo acquire
100,000 users in just over one year.

$2M
To date, SoLo has processed
more than $2M in loans through
the platform.
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Focus on what you do well
Before their Plaid integration, SoLo’s conversion rate hovered around 45%. Since
their Plaid integration, it has nearly doubled, to 77%.
Before, when users realized they couldn’t link their bank accounts, they would
drop out of the onboarding process. Today, Plaid makes a quick and seamless
integration possible for nearly every borrower. As a result, SoLo is able to grow
at a faster rate while focusing on those aspects of their business that drive their
competitive advantage.
“Plaid makes life easier for our team,” said Blackwell. “It frees up engineering
time that we can put toward our long-term business goals.”
In just over one year, SoLo has acquired more than 100,000 users, and they
recently surpassed $2 million in loans processed through the platform. As the
company looks toward the future, they are already considering how they can
leverage additional Plaid products to help them accomplish their goals.

Plaid is a technology platform and data network that enables applications to
connect with users’ financial accounts. We focus on lowering the barriers to
entry in financial services by making it easier and safer to use financial data.
Today, we support developers across North America and Europe.

